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Minutes of the East Midlands Councils Meeting
Friday 9th October 2020
(Virtual via MS Teams)
Annual General Meeting
Cllr Martin Hill OBE chaired and welcomed everyone to the meeting
1.

Apologies

1.1

Mr Jake Atkinson, Cllr Stuart Bray, Cllr Andrew Brown, Cllr Adam Clarke,
Cllr Kelham Cooke, Cllr Alex Dale, Cllr David Ellis, Cllr Terri Eynon,
Cllr Steve Fritchley, Cllr Ruth Groome, Cllr Rebecca Langton, Cllr Giles McNeill,
Cllr Ric Metcalfe, Cllr Gary Porter, Cllr Garry Purdy, Cllr Alan Rhodes,
Cllr Russell Roberts, Cllr David Saunders, Cllr Mick Scrimshaw,
Cllr Simon Spencer, Cllr Martin Thacker, Cllr Carys Thomas

2.

Declarations of Interest

2.1

Cllr Martin Hill declared an interest in land on the edge of Melton Mowbray –
this is a standing Declaration of Interest held on file since September 2015.

3.

Minutes of EMC meeting held on 14th February 2020

3.1

These were agreed as a true and accurate record.

4.

Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP

4.1

Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP wished to place on record his thanks to everyone for
their hard work during the pandemic. Councils have been instrumental in
leading the response to supporting communities in the East Midlands – and
Central Government is aware of the greater level of responsibilities placed on
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local government. The Secretary of State acknowledged the significant strain
placed on local government, both in terms of finances and wider resources.
4.2

The Secretary of State urged authorities to take full advantage of schemes that
could be worth billions of pounds for local government. In terms of next year, he
is trying to ensure a good settlement for the sector and also to provide longer
term certainty. The spending review and local government settlement will be
concluded by December. He feels the Autumn and Winter period will be bumpy
and the real challenge is for authorities to manage the continuing Covid
pressures in addition to the usual winter pressures. Flood risk remains a concern
in the East Midlands.
Questions/Comments

4.3

Cllr Byron Rhodes enquired about the fair funding requirement which we have
been pushing for the last 7 years and asked when the sector will receive this. A
devolution settlement is needed.

4.4

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP informed members that a decision has not yet
been made on this. He would like to see this progressed, however, he is not sure
whether this is the right moment to do this. There needs to be a careful
transition period so there are not significant losers. He will work over the next
few weeks with the Chancellor on this. Cllr Martin Hill reiterated that this has
been promised for some time.

4.5

Cllr David Mellen highlighted the dramatic increase in Covid figures in
Nottingham and Nottinghamshire and yet additional restrictions have not yet
been imposed and now having to wait until next week for an announcement.
This is just unnecessary further delay, and it is hoped that any restrictions will
come with resources for councils and businesses.

4.6

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP stated he is hoping measures will be adhered to.
The Health Secretary is considering what further steps will be taken. It is
uncertain when an announcement will be made but it is hoped it will be soon.
Support has been offered to councils and funding has been made available for
businesses that have had to close.
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4.7

Cllr Chris Poulter enquired when the Local Government White Paper would be
published as there has been a lot of speculation around this.

4.8

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick stated that he feels some sort of devolution would be
helpful. There has to be broad local support to take proposals forward. Where
there are proposals that can clearly demonstrate support, he can take this
forward. He is not going to impose this where support is thin. On the White
Paper he doesn’t have a date when this will be published. His best advice
currently would be to focus on the Covid pandemic and usual winter pressures
rather than getting into a debate about Local Government reorganisation.
Greater clarity will be provided within the next few days, but this is the essence
of the message.

4.9

Cllr Martin Hill reiterated the need for certainty of timescales and what the ‘rule
book’ will be. There will be elections in some areas next year.

4.10

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick stated that some councils in the East Midlands have
written in relation to proposals for devolution. However, he feels that Covid,
economy and public services are areas that should currently be focused on.

4.11

Cllr David Jenny enquired around the Planning White Paper. In North Northants
being asked to provide 68% more housing than is in core spatial strategy. There
is a skills shortage in the construction industry. He asked when major
construction industries will be targeted that are sitting on land banks.

4.12

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick stated the need not to confuse the white paper with
land methodology. A view will be taken in the next few weeks around Housing
methodology at the end of a consultation period. There has been as assessment
of housing needed for a long time.

4.13

He stressed it is not a binding number and there are different ways that you can
do the methodology - affordability and stock. You can choose to have double
weighting to affordability.

4.14

In relation to the prevention of land-banking one of the points is to create a
more planning build-out. He would like to see a more competitive industry and
also more SME builders.
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4.15

In terms of fiscal interventions different options are being considered although
there are no easy solutions. It is important to try and separate out the two and
not allow numbers to colour a broader debate. It is hoped there will be a
planning bill in the next year.

4.16

Cllr Milan Radulovic would like to make a plea in relation to the HS2 eastern leg.
He would welcome any comments on the work that’s going ahead and hopes we
can ask for his full support for the East Midlands around jobs, homes and green
futures.

4.17

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick stated he is fully supportive of this and it is important
for our region. There is a need for analysis for what is best for both sides of the
routes. Development Corporation has been one of the best examples of crossparty and cross-boundary working. It is hoped that East Midlands Airport can
compete for freeports and put in a bid for this.

4.18

If it is well planned it can be environmentally sustainable and also create jobs for
the future.

4.19

Cllr Richard Wright enquired around the planning reform in relation to SMEs.
SMEs don’t see recession as they build all the way through and small sites are
being built out. There is a view that larger site landowners are being greedy and
cannot agree on site allocation. The value of land and how landowners take all
the profit really needs to be addressed.

4.20

The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick stated that Land value is contained in the White Paper
and this provides greater certainty.

4.21

Cllr Hill thanked the Secretary of State for his time in attending EMC’s AGM and
for this helpful, candid reflections.

5.

Chairman’s Presentation of Annual Report and Accounts 2019/2020

5.1

Cllr Martin Hill formally presented the Annual Report to Members and
highlighted work undertaken by EMC during the past year, including the ‘4 pillar
approach’.
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5.2

He reported on the coronavirus outbreak and how EMC has responded in
providing support for the sector.

5.3

Cllr Hill reported on the partnership work in the Midlands and now feels we have
our own distinctive voice.

5.4

Cllr Gale Waller commended the hard work of the officers in these challenging
circumstances and welcomed the work which has continued.

5.5

Resolution
Members of East Midlands Councils considered and endorsed the annual report
2019/2020.

6.
6.1

Questions to Chair or Nominee
None received.

7.

Political Appointments
Stuart Young, Executive Director East Midlands Councils, took the Chair for this
section of the meeting.

a)
7.1

Political Group Leaders
The following were appointed as Group Leaders:
Conservative
Independent/Other
Labour
Liberal Democrat

Cllr Roger Blaney
Cllr Jason Zadrozny
Cllr Alan Rhodes
Cllr David Bill MBE

b)

Vice Chairs of East Midlands Councils

7.2

Cllr David Mellen (Nottingham City Council) was appointed as Principal Vice Chair
of East Midlands Councils and Cllr Jonathan Morgan (Charnwood Borough
Council) was appointed as District-Vice Chair.

c)

Chair of East Midlands Councils

7.3

Cllr Martin Hill OBE (Lincolnshire County Council) was appointed as Chair.
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Cllr Martin Hill took the chair for the remainder of the meeting.
8.

Motion(s) to East Midlands Councils

8.1

None submitted.

9.

Regional Infrastructure and Investment

9.1

Cllr Martin Hill stated that the East Midlands continues to work with Government
to secure increased levels of public investment.

9.2

Part of this work is within Midlands Engine under chairmanship of Sir John Peace.
The East Midlands in particular has issues around growth, and he looks forward
to the governments ‘levelling up’ agenda and need to make sure we are part of
this.

9.3

The development corporation work is a major investment for the East Midlands
with rail investment improvements and road infrastructure. There are 5 or 6 key
projects which we would like to see invested in. Transport spend has gone down
and this is something we and the government need to address. We are currently
awaiting announcements from the government. Cllr Hill highlighted the need for
projects in the East Midlands.

9.4

HS2
Cllr Cutts updated members on the latest HS2 issues. The latest Midlands
Connect meeting was attended Andrew Stephenson. He is very supportive of
the Eastern leg and it should be noted that the Eastern and Western leg are not
in competition they are working together. There is a good deal of support from
members.

9.5

HS2 will bring 8400 jobs and £5billion investment into the region. This will have
an enormous impact on skills. The HS2 line goes through Leicester, Nottingham,
Nottinghamshire, Derby, Derbyshire, Sheffield and Leeds. It allows The East
Midlands to be joined up with the rest of the country.

9.6

In relation to Toton, this will be a carbon neutral village. There will be cycle
tracks and walkways. There will also be opportunities for Long Eaton as well.
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9.7

There is Cross party support for this and also support from Leeds City Council
and other large conurbations along the Eastern Leg.

9.8

Cllr Kay Cutts urged support from all councillors and MPs as there are enormous
opportunities that HS2 will bring.
Questions/comments

9.9

Cllr Martin Hill highlighted the upgrading of the A1 and is working with MPs for
short term safety improvements, but in reality, the whole stretch needs
upgrading.

9.10

Cllr Matthew Relf questioned the announcement to pause the Eastern leg of HS2
this week for 6 months to review. He asked what councils along the western leg
are doing so successfully that we are not?

9.11

Andrew Pritchard confirmed that we are feeding into the Integrated Rail Plan
work and will continue to lobby government. Hopefully will have a clearer
indication by December this year as to where we are with the Eastern leg.

9.12

Cllr Kay Cutts stated that the Eastern leg is ‘shovel ready’ and no more difficult
than others.

9.13

Cllr Gale Waller highlighted the opportunity to reverse ‘Beeching’ closures.
There are several lines in the East Midlands that fall within this. She also
mentioned the funding for feasibility studies for the reopening of these lines.

9.14

Andrew Pritchard confirmed there are a couple of lines that fall into this
category. The Ivanhoe line (Leicestershire) and Barrow Hill line Chesterfield Sheffield. This also links into HS2.

9.15

Cllr Mila Radulovic highlighted the cross-party working and offering a solution of
hope for the future. The environment is the key in the forefront of our thinking.
It is important the whole of East Midlands comes together.

9.16

Cllr Philip King commented on the road improvements around Cambridge on the
A14. There needs to be significant rail improvements as it takes a lot longer to
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travel by rail than car.
Felixstowe/Harwich/Stansted.

This

rail

route

links

all

the

way

to

9.17

Stuart Young stated the East/West connectivity has been overlooked for far too
long. The Leicester-Coventry route is terrible and also the link between Lincoln
and Nottingham. It is often North/South routes which are often focused on.
EMC will continue to push this, in particular through Midlands Connect. Andrew
Pritchard confirmed that the East/West connectivity is a major concern of
Midlands Connect and TfEM.

9.18

Cllr Kay Cutts suggested trying to pull together all freeports, Development
Corporation, HS2 investment, rail investment and lobby together. She asked if
Stuart Young could pull together some sort of proposition and work with MPs to
lobby on this.

9.19

Cllr Chris Poulter highlighted the importance of the A50/A500 road corridor
which will connect Derby/Toton and Crewe. There is a meeting of leaders in
that corridor and this is growing in significance and support.

9.20

Cllr David Bill echoed the East/West rail routes as an issue. The Planning White
Paper highlights concerns in Leicestershire which is going to effectively double
the rate of growth in housing. It is not just the housing but the loss of
countryside at an alarming rate.
It takes away opportunity as local
representatives to influence as to what is happening. Cannot pretend to
represent people if our planning powers are any further eroded.

9.21

Resolution
Members of East Midlands Councils:

Noted with great concern the relative decline in public investment in the
East Midlands over the last 20 years, which is inconsistent with the current
Government’s stated objective to ‘level up’ the UK economy.

Endorsed the work of Transport for the East Midlands (TfEM) and the HS2
Strategic Board and its Delivery Boards, and of Council Leaders on the
Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect Strategic Board to reverse this
decline.

Highlighted any additional points or concerns to inform an EMC response to
the Planning White Paper consultation, over and above those set out in
paragraph 7.6 of this report.
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10.

Asylum and Refugee Resettlement in the East Midlands

10.1

Cllr Ivan Ould, Chair Regional Migration Board, formally presented this report
and highlighted the work of the board during the last year.

10.2

Cllr Martin Hill placed on record on behalf of members their thanks to Cllr Ould
for his work on this Board.

10.3

Cllr Ould drew members attention to paras 2.13 and 3.13. In his meeting with
Chris Philp the Immigration Minister, the Minister commented that in order to
help Kent, Unaccompanied asylum seeking children should be transferred to
other areas. There is a payment of £143 per night under mandatory transfer and
£114 per night under non-mandatory transfer but there remains a deficit in
funding.

10.4

Cllr David Mellen placed on records his thanks to Cllr Ould on these and
Children’s issues. He stated he has always had children’s best interests at heart.

10.5

Cllr Chris Poulter added thanks to Cllr Ould and asked Stuart Young for any
clarification on the planning consent in relation to the hotels in the city.

10.6

Stuart Young highlighted one of the main concerns in this region is the use of
hotels to resettle asylum seekers. In particular in Leicester, Derby and
Nottingham. At what point does a hotel cease to be a hotel and more become a
hostel. One area has challenged legally in relation to a change of use. This is
ongoing work and there is currently no definite position but have referred to
legal colleagues.

10.7

Resolution
Members of East Midlands Councils:

Advised on impact and experience of local authorities’ participation in
asylum dispersal including response to Covid-19 pandemic.

Advised on the impact and experience of local authorities whereby
contingency accommodation has been sourced.

Considered the potential to widen asylum dispersal in the region.
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Considered the regional position regarding the current request for urgent
assistance from Kent County Council and the Home Office at the Port of
Dover.
Considered the implications of proposed changes to the UASC National
Transfer Scheme.

11.

Regional Employers’ Board Report

11.1

Cllr Tom Beattie, Chair Regional Employers’ Board formally presented this report

11.2

Cllr Martin Hill placed on record his thanks to Cllr Beattie for his Chairing of this
Board over a number of years. This was echoed by members.

11.3

Cllr Beattie highlighted the exit pay cap to members. This is forcing people’s
hand and is having a destabilising effect, especially in Northamptonshire.

11.4

Cllr David Mellen agreed in relation to the unexpected consequences of the exit
pay cap. Nottingham City are having to let staff go and he expressed concern
that employers would not be treating public servants well when trying to comply
with the cap.

11.5

Cllr David Jenney endorsed the problems in relation to the Exit Pay cap and the
likely departure of Chief Executives as well as significant numbers of middle tier
officers.

11.6

Resolution
Members of East Midlands Councils:

Noted the contents of the report.

Provided comments and feedback on the employment issues identified
within the report to inform EMC’s input to future Employers’ meetings at
Regional, National and European level.

Cllr Martin Hill closed the meeting at 12pm.
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General Meeting
5th February 2021
Chairman’s Summary Report

Summary
The following report provides an update on significant areas of work that the Executive Board
has focused on since the last meeting of EMC at its AGM in October 2020.

Recommendations
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to:




Consider the work programme and progress made by EMC, its member councils and
partner organisations in supporting local communities in responding to the Covid-19
pandemic.
Consider and advise on the key issues that EMC should include within its proposed work
programme for 2021/22.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

At October’s AGM, I updated Members on how EMC was supporting the sector in
responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. This work included HR and workforce advice
and representing the sector on a range of issues including business support and
resilience, CEV and shielding.

1.2

Alongside this, EMC has continued its focus on priority policy and programmes issues
that include leadership on infrastructure and growth, including HS2, and asylum and
refugee resettlement. Included within the agenda for this meeting are separate
reports detailing progress on (1) asylum and refugee resettlement, (2) our role as the
Regional Employers’ Body and providing the sector with organisational support and
advice; and (3) economic growth and infrastructure.

1.3

The following overview provides a summary of many of the issues that Local
Authorities face as they continue supporting local communities in responding to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
a) Finances

1.4

The recent Spending Review has helped to address some concerns in meeting core
spending pressures and incurred Covid-19 costs in 2021/22, but this is dependent
upon councils making full use of council tax raising powers. However, the settlement
did not address long-standing concerns on the state of local government finances and
the income and expenditure pressures from the current lockdown.
b) Schools and Education

1.5

There are concerns regarding the challenges of supporting vulnerable children and
children of key workers in schools, whilst managing online learning and having to make
tough decisions about balancing the number of children.

1.6

The updated key worker and vulnerable children guidance mean there are a higher
number of children eligible to attend school, a change exacerbated by a significant
number of children lacking sufficient access to laptops to enable remote learning.

1.7

Notwithstanding the concerns over the approach and timings associated with
proposed secondary school testing, PHE have advised that due to the increased
transmission from the new virus strain, the regular Lateral Flow Device tests will not
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now go ahead in secondary schools. Instead, the focus will be on testing secondary
school pupils in the week prior to return and the twice-weekly testing of primary and
secondary staff.
c) Vaccination
1.8

The sector continues to press Government for councils to have a clearer role in the
rollout of the national vaccination programme, including identifying best vaccination
sites, ease of access for local people, and inequality concerns (both geographical and
ethnicity). An important factor is whether there are the right sites, in the right places
at the right time - we know it is the last 10%, those in more isolated areas and/or for
those less able/willing to travel that will need to be picked up. It is also worth
reflecting upon early preparations for when the vaccination programme becomes
more of a public health role rather than a centralised NHS role, and this may well occur
once we get to the last 5-10%, outside the priority groups, with the mantle being
passed more to Local Authorities.
d) Test and Trace

1.9

Councils continue to seek a localised system that is nationally enabled, and this does
require sufficient resources to build up local tracing teams, achieving an integrated
local and national approach.

1.10

The increase in the transmission of the virus has led to increased pressure on both the
discretionary and non-discretionary elements of the Test and Trace support
payments. DHSC have also extended the scheme until the end of March 2020 and
funding for the main scheme and administration costs will be reviewed at the end of
January 2020. However, several councils have highlighted their concerns that they
will likely run out of funding before the end of March.
e) Care Homes

1.11

Care providers continue to face significant financial and staffing pressures including
the roll out of the vaccination programme to care homes, the implementation of
infection control measures including increased testing of staff, residents and visitors,
and the discharge of Covid-positive patients to ‘designated’ settings from hospital.
The additional grant of £149m to support increased testing, plus an extra £120m
recently announced for extra staffing is welcome but may not be enough.
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f) Elections & Democracy
1.12

Councils need certainty that they will be legally allowed to hold decision-making
meetings remotely and flexibly beyond the beginning of May 2021.

1.13

Local elections are scheduled to take place Thursday 6th May 2021. County council
elections will take place in Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire,
alongside elections in Derby City, Amber Valley and Lincoln City, and for the newly
established unitary councils of North Northamptonshire and West Northamptonshire.
Elections for Police and Crime Commissioners will also be held.

1.14

Confirmation is sought from Government as to whether the elections will take place.
Certainty is key. The sector is also continuing to seek indemnity and assurances from
Government that the additional costs involved in running elections in May will be fully
reimbursed.

1.15

The date of local elections in England is set in law as the first Thursday in May – and
so primary legislation would be necessary to change the date of the 2021 local and
PCC elections.

1.16

UK ministers have the power to change the date of local elections through secondary
legislation, but this must be done by 1st February of the year prior to the year of the
election. Similarly, existing legislation only allows Ministers to move the date of
elections for police and crime commissioners by order if the election is at least six
months away.
g) Economic Recovery

1.17

An even greater level of national/local collaboration is needed, especially to shape the
future UK Shared Prosperity Fund and Levelling Up funds. Many of the support
schemes – and the Future High Streets Fund is a great example here – risk failing to be
a catalyst for deprived areas, instead becoming an onerously bureaucratic process
needing support of MPs – and sign off from the MHCLG, BEIS and the Treasury.

1.18

The HM Treasury ‘rate of investment’ return requirements mean that any ‘levelling
up’ in many areas may be constrained. Several areas are calling for co-developed
support rather than another competition (and the lost ‘sunk’ resources this may
entail). Many of the ‘left behind areas’ in this region face very specific and localised
issues that do not easily fit within the nationwide criteria based approach to funding
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streams. The fact that the market has all but failed locally and land values are low
means basing interventions by Government, even in part, on the uplift values that the
intervention can return may simply serve to broaden the gap between areas.
1.19

There is real commitment to work with Government on economic recovery and I have
asked that officers continue to work in providing the sector with a proper seat at the
table to co-design the new approach to economic recovery.

2.

EMC Business Plan and Budgets

2.1

The Management Group and EMC officers have worked hard to ensure EMC focuses
on providing support to the sector as it responds to the pandemic.

2.2

The budget set for 2020/21 originally showed a surplus of £10,000. However, the
onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and national/local restrictions has reduced EMC’s
earned income activities (e.g., consultancy, recruitment, events) and affected the
budget. Alongside the disruption of EMC external income activities, the refocus of
activity from income generation-type activities to providing direct sector support to
councils to assist in responding to the pandemic, as part of the core offer, has further
impacted upon the budget outturn.

2.3

This will result in a budget deficit, forecast to be no more than £47,000. This will be
met by reserves, built up from previous surpluses. We expect to deliver a balanced
budget for 20121/22.

2.4

We will continue to balance the allocation of our resources on meeting the priorities
of councils in the region; with a focus on delivery of asylum and refugee programmes,
the strategic influencing work and leadership on infrastructure and economic growth
programmes, and EMC’s statutory role as the Regional Employers’ body for councils
in the region. In addition to this, our member and officer development programmes,
HR support and organisational low-cost consultancy service provides both valueadded services for member councils as a well as an income stream for EMC.

2.5

In the coming weeks, we will share EMC’s draft business plan for 2021/22 and look
forward in continuing to work with you in delivering the programme of work during
this important time for the sector.
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3.

Recommendations
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to:

3.1

Consider the progress made by EMC, its member councils and partner organisations
in supporting local communities in responding to the Covid-19 pandemic.

3.2

Consider and advise on the key issues that EMC should include within its proposed
work programme for 2021/22.
Cllr Martin Hill OBE
Chair
East Midlands Councils
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General Meeting
5th February 2021
Covid-19 Report – epidemiology and vaccinations report

Summary
This summary report is in advance, and in support of, a presentation to be provided by Public
Health England at the meeting on the latest epidemiological situation for the East Midlands.

Recommendation
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to consider this report and the presentation
on the latest epidemiological situation for the East Midlands that will be provided by Public
Health England.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The following report provides an update on COVID activities which support the
management of the virus across the East Midlands.

1.2

Matt Day, Deputy Director for Healthcare at PHE East Midlands, and Helen Marks,
Deputy Regional Convenor at DHSC, will attend the meeting to present the latest
epidemiological summary for the region. At the time of writing this report, we await
confirmation of NHSE/I attendance to provide an update to Members on the roll-out of
the vaccination programme.

2.

Community Testing

2.1

There has been a change in focus from the mass testing pilot that was conducted in
Liverpool last year. The emphasis is now providing asymptomatic testing for those
individuals who cannot work for home. Using Lateral Flow Devices (LFDs) for testing
will return a result within 30 minutes without the need for laboratory analysis and are
therefore suitable for repeat testing to identify those individuals without symptoms
who are infectious and require them to isolate. This differs from PCR testing where
symptomatic individuals would either attend a test site or complete a home test,
receiving their results after 24+ hours following laboratory analysis.

2.2

There are three core components:
a) Work with those large private and public organisations who employ over 250
potentially dropping to 50 members of staff, such as Tesco’s, National Rail, to
undertake asymptomatic testing for their workers – this will be managed centrally,
and discussions are starting to take place with some of those companies. Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) department is leading the engagement with
those private companies.
b) Establishing local testing sites that workers can attend to be tested whilst
travelling to or from work.
c) Locally targeted workers such as bus drivers, taxi etc, with testing sites established
either within the specific workplace or in close proximity.

2.3

Since 11th January 2021 community testing has merged with the lateral flow test DPH
allocation. Therefore, those DsPH who are already conducting lateral flow testing in
their local areas were able to claim up to £14 per test.

2.4

The East Midlands now has community testing across the region. Each area has shared
their plans with each other, and a workshop has been arranged, to be chaired by
Emma Alexander, Strategic Director of Commissioning, Communities and Policy,
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Derbyshire County Council to capture and share the lessons learned from several
areas within the region.
3.

3.1

Schools
School Testing
The proposed rollout of Daily Contact Testing within schools is now paused other than
for schools involved in the pilots and evaluation. This will enable further detailed
evaluation of changing circumstances including, potentially, lower infection rates and
modelling work required to understand the benefits of Daily Contact Testing in this
new phase of the pandemic.

3.2

Schools will continue to test their staff regularly (twice weekly where possible in line
with recommendations for other workforces that need to leave the home to work)
and test pupils twice upon return to school as has been the case since the start of
January.

3.3

NHS Test and Trace and Public Health England are conducting structured evaluation
of daily contact testing. Department for Education will support this evaluation so that
its findings can contribute to further public health advice on daily contact testing in
educational settings.

3.4

3.5

School closures
You will all be very aware of the national strategy, and the advice of Public Health
England is that schools ought to be the last to close and the first to re-open. Within
the recently updated Department for Education Contain Framework there is a clearly
defined decision-making process regarding school closures. It details that going
forward discussions around school closures will be part of a weekly bronze, silver and
gold process. You will also be fully aware that the return of schools will not be
considered until after 8th March 2021.
If there needs to be a discussion about school closures this will be on broad level
geography as opposed to individual institutional level and will be focused on areas
where rates are extremely high, are continuing to rise and where the local NHS is
under significant pressure. The regional partnership team will need to continue to
engage with all the Directors of Childrens Services and Directors of Public Health in
order to obtain their invaluable views and insights on the issues for your educational
establishments. In addition, the regional partnership team will also be making
connections with colleagues from Department for Education, the Regional Schools
Commissioner and colleagues from NHSI/E to assist on this matter and to gather
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information that we can share as a local perspective to input into the weekly decision
making processes.
4.

Universities

4.1

The approach is for only those students undertaking critical courses that require face
to face teaching have returned to university such as medical or nursing students.
Those students returning have had to have two tests before they can return.
Universities have also been given permission to test those students who have
returned twice a week as well. For the other students only, online teaching is available
until mid-February 2021.

5.

Testing for Early Years Providers

5.1

Vicky Ford, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Children and Families, wrote
to all Directors of Children Services on 18th January 2021 to advise that it is for local
authorities to implement the most appropriate route for staff in private, voluntary and
independent nurseries (PVIs), childminders, children’s social care workers, and
frontline staff and volunteers in children and young people charities who are working
outside of the home or in local bases, to access asymptomatic tests.

5.2

A range of concerns have been raised from Directors of Childrens Services in the East
Midlands region as due to the vast and geographically diverse workforce who may not
be able to access asymptomatic sites community testing sites easily. These concerns
have been escalated by the regional partnership team for further policy consideration.

6.

Exit from National Lockdown

6.1

Over the coming weeks attention will be turned to the exiting from national lockdown
and discussions are taking place on the steps that need to be considered. The regional
partnership team have engaged the Directors of Public Health for their views which
have been escalated and EMC continues to liaise with Chief Executives in this regard.

7.

Self-Isolation Payment

7.1

You may all be aware that there is now additional £20m of funding to cover the selfisolation and the discretionary payments scheme being extended until 31st March
2021.
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7.2

The work undertaken by the behavioural insight team shows between 30-35% who
are positive admit to taking a trip out and 15% admit to going into a shop on their way
home from being told to self-isolate.

7.3

There is currently considerable interest from ministers to look at ways in which to
improve self-isolation that support improvement in compliance and the policy is being
reviewed by COVID O. One response to the barrier’s individuals are faced with in order
receive the £500 is to pay the money through the employer.

8.

Recommendation

8.1

Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to consider this report and the
presentation on the latest epidemiological situation for the East Midlands that will be
provided by Public Health England.

East Midlands Regional Partnership Team
22nd January 2021
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General Meeting
5th February 2021
Economic Resilience and Recovery
Summary
This report:






Summarises the region’s economic position in the context of long standing trends of
growth and investment and the immediate impacts of the Covid pandemic.
Updates members on the outcome of the CSR 2020, the Governments National
Infrastructure Strategy and the National Infrastructure Commissions Rail (HS2)
Needs Assessment.
Considers the long-term economic prospects of the East Midlands relative to the
rest of the UK.

Recommendations
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to:






Note with great concern the relative decline in public investment in the East Midlands
over the last 20 years, which is inconsistent with the current Government’s stated
objective to ‘level up’ the UK economy.
Welcome Government resources towards the delivery of the North Hykeham Relief
Road and further business case development for the Maid Marion Line announced
following CSR 2020, and support further TfEM representations to Budget 2021.
Note with great concern the NIC Rail (HS2) Needs Assessment and implications for
the East Midlands Development Corporation proposition and the long-term
economic position of the region relative to the rest of the UK.
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1.

Growth, Productivity & Investment in the East Midlands

1.1

The East Midlands is a region of 4.8 million people and 365,000 businesses. Total
regional output in 2018 was £125 billion, equivalent to 5.8% of the UK economy.
The East Midlands employment rate (2020) is above the UK average at 77.3%
(UK=76.4%) but median weekly earnings (2019) are below: £547 pw compared to
£585 pw. 11.9% of the workforce work in manufacturing, compared with 7.6% for
the UK 1.

1.2

GVA growth in the East Midlands over the last 20 years has been better than most
other regions/nations, but generally just below the UK average - 1.7% p.a.
between 1999 and 2017 compared to 1.9% p.a. for the UK 2.
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Source:https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossvalueaddedgva/bulletins/regionalgrossvalueaddedbalanc
eduk/1998to2017

1.3

Similarly, productivity has remained below the UK average over the last 20 years
and has been declining relative to the UK to 85.5% in 2018 3.

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06924/SN06924.pdf
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossvalueaddedgva/bulletins/regionalgrossvalueaddedbalanceduk/1
998to2017
3
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/productivitymeasures/datasets/ann
ualregionallabourp
1
2
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Productivity in the East Midlands 1999-2018
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Source:https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/productivitymeasures/datase
ts/annualregionallabourp

1.4

However, transport spend per head has been very significantly below the UK
average level for the last 20 years, declining to just 55% of the UK average in
2018/19, the lowest level of any UK region or nation 4.
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Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/public-expenditure-statistical-analyses-2020

1.5

4

Transport investment is a key driver of productivity and economic growth. The
fact that the East Midlands has consistently delivered GVA growth close to the UK
average from very low levels of transport investment is testament to commitment

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/public-expenditure-statistical-analyses-2020
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and ingenuity of the thousands of SMEs that are the backbone of the region’s
economy. But declining relative productivity means even this level of performance
cannot be sustained.
1.6

The trend for transport investment is reflected in other forms of public investment
in the East Midlands. The most recent HM Treasury report 5 confirms that the
region also has:
 The lowest level of public expenditure on ‘economic affairs’.
 The (joint) lowest level of public expenditure on services per head.

1.7

Whilst the economic impact of the Covid pandemic has been uneven across the
UK, large areas of the East Midlands are highly dependent on vulnerable sectors
such as tourism, hospitality and manufacturing6. In addition, UK experience
suggests that ‘economic shocks’ resulting from whatever cause (for example 2008
banking crisis) tend to widen existing regional inequalities as investors become
more risk averse 7.

1.8

The East Midlands Chamber’s Quarterly Economic Survey for Q4 2020, conducted
during the November 2020 lockdown, showed the East Midlands economy stalled
following a recovery from the summer lows. Advanced order were down for a net
16% of the region’s domestic operators and for a net 12% of exporters, while
cashflow fell for the fourth consecutive quarter – this time for a net 15% of firms.

2.

CSR2020 & National Infrastructure Strategy

2.1

The TfEM Board met on the 9th September 2020 chaired by Sir Peter Soulsby
agreed to make a submission to the CSR process based on the following:

a)

Full support for the CSR Submission made by Midlands Connect, including:

Trans Midlands Trade Corridor (A46) Development

North Midlands Manufacturing Corridor (A50/A500) Development

Midlands Manufacturing Corridor (A5) Development

Coventry - Leicester - Nottingham Rail Enhancement

HS2 Conventional Compatible Services

The data has been drawn from the HM Treasury publication Public Expenditure: Statistical Analyses 2020
published in July 2020. The most recent data available is 2018-19.
6
https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14884
7
http://uk2070.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Go-Big-Go-Local.pdf
5
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Nottingham - Lincoln Rail Enhancement
Derby - Stoke - Crewe Rail Enhancement
Midlands-wide Smart ticketing regional brokerage system

b)

Accelerating delivery of existing East Midlands schemes requiring final approval
from DfT:

A46 Newark Northern Bypass in Nottinghamshire (Roads Investment
Strategy).

Chesterfield-Staveley Regeneration Route in Derbyshire (Large Local Major).

North Hykeham Relief Road in Lincolnshire (Large Local Major).

A614 Enhancement in Nottinghamshire (Major Road Network).

A511 Enhancement in Leicestershire (Major Road Network).

Lincoln-Newark Line Speed Improvements (RNEP).

c)

Investment in a programme of strategic ‘shovel ready’ schemes over the next 10
years for the East Midlands:

Completing Midland Main Line Electrification.

‘Access to Toton’ Phase 1.

M1 Junction 25/A52.

A1 (Peterborough to Blyth).

2.2

Subsequently it was confirmed by Government that in the light of the pandemic,
the CSR would cover just one year with the exception of multi-year allocations for
priority infrastructure initiatives.

2.3

Following the CSR announcement the Treasury published the National
Infrastructure Strategy, which represents the Government’s formal response to
the
NIC’s
2018
National
Infrastructure
Assessment:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/a
ttachment_data/file/938049/NIS_final_web_single_page.pdf

2.4

As a result the Government has announced funding for:

North Hykeham Relief Road (Lincolnshire), Large Local Major Programme
Entry - DfT support of up to £110m;

Maid Marion Line, Nottinghamshire (also part of ‘Access to Toton’) – support
from ‘Restoring Your Railway Fund’ for further business case development.

Melton – Nottingham Rail Services – support from Restoring Your Railway
Fund for business case development.
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2.5

Separately, Highway England ran a public consultation on two options for the
A46 Newark Northern Bypass between the 9th December 2020 and 2nd February
2021.

2.6

TfEM has made a further submission to the Budget 2021 consultation
highlighting those elements that remain outstanding from the earlier CSR
submission.

3.

NIC Rail (HS2) Needs Assessment and Integrated Rail Plan

3.1

The Government has asked the National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) to
undertake a technical assessment to inform the Government’s Integrated Rail Plan
for the Midlands and the North, which will set out how the Government will take
forward the Eastern Leg of HS2 and other strategic rail investments. The NIC
issued a call for evidence which closed in the 23rd May 2020. The HS2 Executive
Board’s submission was agreed on the 11th May 2020 and is available at:
https://www.emcouncils.gov.uk/write/EM_Response_FINAL.pdf

3.2

Of key importance is the NICs ‘fiscal mandate’ set by Treasury, which assumes that
no more than 1.2% of GDP is spent in ‘economic infrastructure’ including
transport. Based on its 2018 Infrastructure Assessment, the NIC has derived a base
budget for strategic rail enhancements in the North and Midlands of £86 billion
over 20 years. However, the combined cost of HS2 in full, Northern Powerhouse
Rail, Trans Pennine Upgrade & Midlands Engine Rail now comes to between £140
billion and £185 billion.

3.3

The NICs Rail Needs Assessment Final Report is available at:
https://nic.org.uk/app/uploads/RNA-Final-Report-15122020.pdf

3.4

The report does not recommend one single set of interventions. Instead, the NIC
has looked at different approaches to combining interventions within three
different funding envelopes (base budget = £86b, base budget +25% = £108b, base
budget +50% = £129b).

3.5

In summary, the NIC concludes that packages that focus on ‘regional’ connectivity
rather than ‘long distance’ connectivity will deliver better economic outcomes. In
the East Midlands, ‘regional connectivity’ means HS2 from Birmingham
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terminating at a junction with the Midland Main Line south of East Midlands
Parkway. Under this option, the Hub Station at Toton would not be built.
3.6

The NICs East Midlands Parkway (EMP) option would involve the HS2 line from
Birmingham descending from the viaduct to join the Midland Main Line just south
of EMP (illustrated in green below). HS2 trains would use the existing EMP station
as the main point of regional interchange before some services would head on to
Nottingham Derby, and Sheffield. As the Eastern Leg would effectively terminate
at EMP, there would be no direct HS2 connectivity to Leeds or to York and
Newcastle (via the East Coast Main Line) as currently proposed.

Figure 1 Likely NIC Alignment (in green)
3.7

This EMP option is considered inferior to Toton and the full Eastern Leg:

Whilst it has the potential for faster direct services to Birmingham from
Derby/Nottingham it radically reduces connectivity from the East Midlands to
Leeds, Yorkshire and the North East along with associated regeneration,
agglomeration and social benefits.

gives the East Midlands a much poorer HS2 service compared to the West
Midlands and the North West as a result.

places greater pressure on existing infrastructure in particular the Midland
Main Line and reduces released capacity for local services and for freight.

reduces regional and local accessibility to the HS2 network.
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undermines the Toton development proposition, including the proposed
innovation campus and the emerging Toton & Chetwynd Masterplan.
undermines the wider East Midlands Development Corporation proposition
and financial model (currently estimated at 84,000 jobs and additional £4.8
billion GVA).
undermines the regional political consensus in support of HS2 and the
Development Corporation proposition.
increases development pressure on the Greenbelt, particularly in Rushcliffe.

3.8

Regional partners issued a robust public response soon after the Rail Needs
Assessment was published which was extensively reported in both the local and
national media.
https://www.emcouncils.gov.uk/News/political-and-business-leaders-call-ongovernment-to-avoid-station-on-the-cheap-and-make-final-commitment-to-hs2

3.9

However, the focus has now shifted to influencing the Government’s Integrated
Rail Plan, which will be the key decision-making document and is now expected to
be published after the Budget (3rd March 2021).














Cllr Cutts, Mayor Dan Jarvis of South Yorkshire and Cllr Judith Blake the Leader
of Leeds have continued to make representations direct to Government
through the HS2 East and Connecting Britain partnerships.
Cllr Cutts and Cllr Blake met HS2 Minister Andrew Stephenson MP and
Treasury Minister Jesse Norman MP on the 27th January 2021, and then with
the Prime Ministers Transport Advisor Andrew Gilligan (following an initial
meeting with Darren Henry MP).
The East Midlands APPG has met and agreed a joint letter and a proposed
Westminster Hall/Backbench debate early in the new year (to be confirmed)
Alex Norris MP and Pauline Latham MP have both raised HS2 investment at
PMQs. Lilian Greenwood MP and Darren Henry MP have asked questions to
the Chancellor and the Leader of the House of Commons respectively.
Joint letters to key Minsters have been developed through the Toton Delivery
Board, EMC Executive Board and TfEM Board (enclosed in Appendix7 (a), with
the reply Andrew Stephenson MP in Appendix 7(b)).
Connecting Britain is developing a number of short videos highlighting the
benefits of the Eastern Leg of HS2 for publication in early February 2021.
There is ongoing dialogue at officer level with senior Department of Transport
and Treasury officials.
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3.10

Failure to progress the Eastern Leg of HS2 in full would put the East Midlands at a
serious economic disadvantage compared to other part of the country. The HS2
route from London (Old Oak Common & Euston), the West Midlands (Birmingham
Curzon Street and Solihull Interchange/Birmingham Airport) the North West
(Crewe, Manchester Airport and Manchester Piccadilly) and then on to Glasgow
via the West Coast Main Line will become the UKs primary growth corridor for
decades to come.

3.11

There is already growing investment imbalance between the East and West
Midlands, as illustrated below:
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Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/public-expenditure-statistical-analyses-2020

3.12

During the 2020s, this gap is likely to widen further. In addition to tens of billions
of investment into HS2 and related road, rail and public transport infrastructure,
the West Midlands will also benefit from investment in and the economic impact
of the Birmingham Commonwealth Games in 2022 8, and a number new and
upgraded local rail stations proposed in the West Midlands Rail Investment
Strategy 9

https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/438/778m_investment_into_city_and_region_to_deliver_
commonwealth_games
9
http://wmre.org.uk/media/14045/west-midlands-rail-report-final-version-jan-2019.pdf
8
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3.13

From an East Midlands perspective, facing up to the economic challenges over the
next decade will require new and original thinking. Just continuing with existing
proposals and ways of working will not be sufficient.

4.

TfEM/Department for Transport Rail Collaboration Agreement

4.1

TfEM signed a Collaboration Agreement with the Department for Transport in
September 2020 to provide local input into the managements of rail services
delivered by East Midlands Railway.

4.2

The Agreement provides for the recruitment of two joint funded TfEM rail officers.
The first of these, Kyle Butterworth, TfEM Head of Rail Improvement, started in
January 2021. Recruitment to the junior post was unsuccessful, so alternative
interim arrangements are being put in place. Initial priorities for the new roles
include:

Ensuring that contracted improvements to rolling stock and services are
delivered by EMR– accepting the Covid pandemic will result in some
unavoidable delays.

Working with EMR to ensure that temporary service reductions as a result of
the impact of Covid on staff maintains a core level of regional rail connectivity.

Providing strategic input into emerging bids to the ‘Restoring Your Railway
Fund’.

5.

Midlands Engine

5.1

The Midlands Engine also made submission to the CSR2020 process reflecting a
broader economic agenda. This included a proposition to establish an East
Midlands Development Corporation ‘Interim Body’ by the end of 2020 which could
evolve into a ‘locally led’ Urban Development Corporation pending completion of
the necessary primary and secondary legislative processes.

5.2

However, there was no reference to the Development Corporation proposition in
the Chancellors statement or in any of the subsequent Departmental
announcements so far.

6.

Recommendation
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to:
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6.1

Note with great concern the relative decline in public investment in the East
Midlands over the last 20 years, which is inconsistent with the current
Government’s stated objective to ‘level up’ the UK economy.

6.2

Welcome Government resources towards the delivery of the North Hykeham
Relief Road (Lincolnshire) and further business case development for the Maid
Marion Line (Nottinghamshire) announced following CSR 2020, and support
further TfEM representations to Budget 2021.

6.3

Note with great concern the NIC Rail (HS2) Needs Assessment and implications for
the East Midlands Development Corporation proposition and the long-term
economic position of the region relative to the rest of the UK.

Andrew Pritchard
Director of Policy & Infrastructure
East Midlands Councils
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22nd December 2020
Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP
Prime Minister
10 Downing Street
London
SW1A 2AA
Dear Prime Minister
HS2 IN THE EAST MIDLANDS
We write to you on behalf of East Midlands Councils and Transport for the East Midlands (TfEM) to
ask you to ensure that the Government’s Integrated Rail Plan will deliver the Eastern Leg of HS2 in full,
including the East Midlands Hub Station at Toton, HS2 connectivity for Chesterfield and the Staveley
Infrastructure Maintenance Depot.
It is now 11 years since the HS2 ‘Y’ network was first proposed by Government, during which time
there have been numerous public consultations, Ministerial statements and independent reviews. Yet
whilst work is now starting on Phase 1 of HS2 to Birmingham and the line to Manchester is all but
committed, we still have no certainty about the Eastern leg to Leeds via the East Midlands.
In the East Midlands we have worked tirelessly over the last five years developing detailed plans which
use HS2’s arrival at Toton in Nottinghamshire and in Chesterfield as the centrepiece for joined-up
economic strategies which would create thousands of jobs and transform connectivity between the
East Midlands, Birmingham, Leeds, the North East – a combined area of over 13 million people.
At their heart, these proposals are driven by two fundamental principles: to deliver the maximum
public value from investments that have the capacity to transform our economy, and to ensure that
these benefits will be felt by local people in ‘left-behind’ communities across the East Midlands.
Importantly, our plans also safeguard and enhance our precious natural resources, reversing over 100
years of pollution and environmental degradation caused by industry and creating a new low carbon
future for our region, restoring our natural capital for generations to come.
The Hub Station at Toton and associated development is a fundamental part of the wider East
Midlands Development Corporation proposition developed with support from MHCLG, launched
earlier this year by Midlands Engine Chairman Sir John Peace and which will deliver up to 84,000 new
jobs and additional £4.8b of GVA.
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In Chesterfield and Staveley local leaders have been working with the private sector on proposals for
4,740 new homes and 10,220 new jobs which will deliver £270m net additional GVA and bring 176 ha
of brownfield land brought back into use and establish a new international gateway into the Peak
District National Park.
However, none this work has been acknowledged by the National Infrastructure Commissions (NICs)
recently published ‘Rail Needs Assessment’ – despite extensive information being made available to
the Commission. In our view the NICs report is deeply flawed because:
• The assessment methodology used by the NIC is not compliant with the Treasury’s Green Book which has recently been revised to reflect the ‘levelling up’ agenda;
• Nor does it incorporate the outcomes of the DfT funded HS2 Growth Strategies which have been
developed by local partners in Toton, Chesterfield/Staveley, Sheffield and Leeds;
• The NIC has not considered scheme maturity - for example much of Northern Powerhouse Rail is
some years behind HS2 in terms of development yet elements have been prioritised for delivery
ahead of the Eastern Leg;
• NIC’s base budget of £86b for the North & Midlands assumes that Crossrail 2 will be delivered in
London (estimated to be £27b in 2018) – development of which has been paused indefinitely by
the Government.
The NICs alternative proposition of terminating HS2 at a junction with the Midland Mainline and using
East Midlands Parkway as the main regional interchange is not just a change of station location, but a
fundamental de-scoping of HS2 in the East Midlands which will:
• Radically reduce connectivity from the East Midlands to Leeds, Yorkshire and the North East;
• Give the East Midlands a much poorer HS2 service compared to the West Midlands and the North
West;
• Place greater pressure on existing infrastructure in particular the Midland Main Line and reduce
the scope to released capacity for new local services and for freight;
• Reduce regional and local accessibility to the HS2 network from across the East Midlands; and
• Obviate all of the planning, development and community consultation work local partners have
undertaken in Toton over the last five year and undermine the wider East Midlands Development
Corporation proposition.
Treasury statistics have consistently shown the East Midlands to the lowest funded UK region/nation
per head for transport, which in 2018/19 stood at just 55% of the UK average.
The forthcoming Integrated Rail Plan is a golden opportunity for your Government to redress this
historic underfunding, and to make ‘levelling up’ a reality. We urge you to commit to the delivery of
the Eastern Leg of HS2 in full, including the East Midlands Hub Station at Toton, HS2 connectivity for
Chesterfield and the Staveley Infrastructure Maintenance Depot.
Yours sincerely,

Cllr Martin Hill OBE
Chair of East Midlands Councils
Leader of Lincolnshire County Council

Sir Peter Soulsby
Chair of Transport for the East Midlands
City Mayor of Leicester
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Cllr David Mellen
Vice Chair of East Midlands Councils
Leader of Nottingham City Council

Cllr Jonathan Morgan
Vice Chair of East Midlands Councils
Leader of Charnwood Borough Council

Copied to:
Rt Hon Rishi Sunak MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer
Rt Hon Michael Gove MP, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
Rt Hon Stephen Barclay MP, Chief Secretary to the Treasury
Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP, Secretary of State for Transport
Rt Hon Alok Sharma MP, Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise & Industrial Strategy
Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP, Secretary of State for Housing, Communities & Local Government
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From the Minister of State
Andrew Stephenson MP
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London
SW1P 4DR
Tel: 0300 330 3000
E-Mail: andrew.stephenson@dft.gov.uk

Councillor Martin Hill OBE
Chair of East Midlands Councils
Leader of Lincolnshire County Council
Pera Business Park, Nottingham Road
Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire
LE13 0PB

Web site: www.gov.uk/dft
Our Ref: MC/325501

25 January 2021

Dear Councillor Hill,
Thank you for copying Grant Shapps in your letter of 22 December 2020 to
the Prime Minister, about HS2 in the East Midlands. I am replying as the
Minister responsible for HS2.
The Government are committed to Phase 2b, and enabling the East
Midlands, Yorkshire and the North East reap the benefits of high-speed rail
services. The Integrated Rail Plan for the North and Midlands will consider
how best to sequence the delivery of the Eastern Leg to ensure benefits are
realised to a quicker timescale and to ensure it is integrated with plans for
Northern Powerhouse Plan (NPR) and other rail investment projects.
As the Prime Minister has said, as we build back from the pandemic, we will
be doubling down on our strategy to level up across the country. Delivering
projects such as HS2, and other major infrastructure schemes, will be a
major part of this. I have been impressed by the scale of regeneration plans
that HS2 could enable, which I have seen first-hand during my visit to the site
of the proposed HS2 station at Toton. It is encouraging to see how leaders
across the Eastern leg have come together to develop these plans which
maximise the benefits of HS2 for their communities.
As mentioned in your letter, the National Infrastructure Commission (NIC)
published their Rail Needs Assessment, which suggest how we can improve
our future rail network in the North and Midlands and ensure projects like
HS2 and NPR work together to deliver the reliable train services that
passengers deserve. I am aware there are concerns about what the NIC has
suggested in their report however, I would say that as an independent body it
is right they look at all the available evidence in undertaking their
assessment.
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It is necessary that we now take the time to consider these recommendations
in full, and I aim to publish the IRP early this year.

ANDREW STEPHENSON MP
MINISTER OF STATE FOR TRANSPORT
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General Meeting
5th February 2021
Sector Support and Workforce Developments

Summary
This paper updates Members on significant issues for local authorities as employers and
developments relating to sector support.

Recommendations
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to:



Note this report.
Provide comments and feedback on the key employment issues identified above.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Regional Employers’ Board provides political leadership on employment
issues and forms the Employers’ side of the Regional Joint Council. East
Midlands Councils (EMC) through its role as the region’s Employers Organisation,
has the responsibility of supporting employment relations through the operation
of the Regional Joint Council.

1.2

This report provides information for members on the key issues being faced by
Councils in their role as employers, focusing in particular on the workforce
implications of COVID, developments with local government pay and the exit pay
cap, as well as support for councils in the region on workforce matters and
councillor development.

2.

Update from the Regional Employers’ Board and Regional Joint Council

2.1

The Regional Employers’ Board (REB) and East Midlands Regional Joint Council
(EMRJC) met on 25th November 2020. The REB meeting focused on latest
developments including the exit pay cap, current workforce issues relating to
COVID, local government reform in Northamptonshire and broader reforms. It
was agreed that work should take place to capture the lessons from the
experience of LGR in Northamptonshire.

2.2

The meeting also received information on sickness absence rates across the
region and the potential impact of new ways of working. Average sickness
absence for 2019/20 was the same as the previous year, with 9.2 days lost per
full-time equivalent employee. Councils generally reported a reduction in
sickness absence since March 2020, mainly relating to short-term absence. Some
councils are starting to see an increase in absence cases relating to mental health
problems.

2.3

The Board were informed of the regional Councillor Development offering, based
on suggestions raised by the Board at previous meetings and from the regional
Councillor Development network. The programme will continue to run virtually,
through a mix of skill development sessions, networking opportunities and
webinars on topical issues, such as climate change, planning, health inequalities.
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2.4

EMRJC received a presentation on the latest developments with COVID-19
testing within the workplace and on the regional approach to Kickstart being
offered by East Midlands Councils. The meeting was also provided with
information on the initiatives being taken by local authorities to support the
wellbeing of employees.

2.5

EMRJC agreed that a joint statement be issued regarding the freezing of public
sector pay which was due to be announced by the Chancellor. The statement
would give particular regard to recognising the value of the local government
workforce, especially in its response to COVID-19 and to the need for sufficient
funding to support services to the public.

2.6

The next meetings will be held on 4th March 2021.

3.

Pay

3.1

The Chancellor’s statement on 25th November 2020 included an announcement
regarding a public sector pay freeze and a £250 increase for those earning less
than £24,000. Members will be aware that that the Government does not have
a formal role in determining pay for local government employees, which is
reached through negotiation between employers and unions.

3.2

At the time of writing, national employers are expecting to receive claims from
trade unions in respect of pay for the different employee groups in local
government for 2021.

3.3

EMC will host a consultation meeting in March (to take place virtually) which will
enable lead Members and officers from councils across the region to talk with
the national Member and Officer negotiators and to help inform the national
negotiations.

3.4

The Chancellor’s statement included an increase in the National Living Wage
from April 2021 to £8.91 per hour. This will be below the current minimum
hourly rate on the national pay spine for local government, which is £9.25 per
hour. Along with affordability, the Government’s policy to increase the National
Living Wage to a target level by 2024 will be a factor for consideration in any pay
negotiations for local government.
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4.

COVID-19 & Response

4.1

EMC has focused its support to councils on the workforce issues arising from the
COVID-19 situation. A significant element of this support has comprised of
providing advice and responding to queries from local authorities, working with
the other regional employers and the LGA on the development of national
guidance and sharing information and best practice.

4.2

Support has been centred on collating and sharing information and practice as
the COVID situation and response has developed. Current workforce issues
include:

Impact of employees with childcare and home-schooling issues.

Categorisation of local government staff as key workers for the purposes of
children attending school.

Testing and vaccination of employees.

Working from home policies/allowances.

Managing annual leave allowances.

Returning to work – how councils can reset this to gain benefits found from
new ways of working and to support service redesign.

Supporting mental health and wellbeing.

4.3

Fortnightly COVID-19 updates have been issued to provide a compendium of the
latest information and guidance and to avoid the sense of information overload
that some colleagues had reported. These have received extremely positive
feedback.

4.4

A virtual meeting was held in December with expert input on the theme of
employee wellbeing to enable councils to access advice and share information
and approaches.
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5.

Exit Pay Cap in the Public Sector

5.1

The Exit Pay Cap was implemented on 4th November 2020, which introduces a
maximum limit of £95,000 on payments made to a public sector employee
leaving their employment.

5.2

While the intention of the legislation is not at issue, the Regulations have
implications for the sector in terms of its unintended consequences, which are
mainly relating to the operation of waivers and that the inclusion of pension
strain costs means that long-serving employees on relatively low salary levels
falling within scope. There has also been an impact for those councils affected
by LGR in Northamptonshire, as clarity is still awaited on whether staff transfers
will be considered as if they were TUPE transfers, which is one of the categories
in which a waiver may apply.

5.3

Of particular concern is the conflict between the exit pay cap legislation and the
current pension regulations, which are set out in statute. Until this is resolved,
Councils making staff redundant who are pension scheme members will be in
breach of the legislation and/or a contractual breach.

5.4

The exit pay cap regulations are now the subject of at least four Judicial Reviews.
Revisions to the pension regulations and the issuing of full guidance from MHCLG
on how to apply the exit pay cap within local government will not be issued until
the outcome of the judicial reviews is known, which would be April at the
earliest.

5.5

In November MHCLG concluded consultation on proposals relating to the
pension scheme and to additional reforms of redundancy pay. EMC submitted a
response to the consultation based on views put forward by councils in the
region. It is understood that nationally over 400 responses were put forward to
the consultation.

5.6

The situation is impeding Councils’ ability to confidently progress workforce
reform until the conflicting legislation aligns or the legal challenges to the exit
pay regulations have concluded.
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6.

Europe

6.1

SGI, formerly known as CEEP, is one of the bodies that conducts negotiations on
the development of EU Directives and represents the interests of public sector
employers. CEEP UK is a member of SGI, representing the interests of the UK.
Members are reminded that EMC’s membership of CEEP UK has been under
review while the UK’s position in relation to the EU and the post-Brexit deal
became clearer.

6.2

Now the nature of the deal with the EU is clearer, a decision will be made on the
future of CEEP UK, considering whether there remains any benefit of continuing in
order to maintain some influence on EU legislation as it developed and negotiated.
Norway, for example, is a member of SGI whilst not being a member of the EU.
The decision may, of course, be to wind up the organisation.

7.

National Association of Regional Employers (NARE)

7.1

All regional employers across the country form the above Association, which
provides an opportunity for working collaboratively on workforce and councillor
development issues to maximise impact and resources.

7.2

NARE usually meets quarterly, but since the COVID restrictions came into place,
the officers have instead met virtually on a weekly, and now fortnightly basis to
share information and help shape national guidance and support. Meetings with
Members will be resuming from April 2021.

8.

Regional Activity & Support for the Sector

8.1

EMC has seen an increase across the board in terms of participation in its services
and in requests for support. Activities have successfully transferred to virtual
platforms and have been focused on supporting the sector with the workforce
implications of COVID and new ways of working. Advice and support has also
been provided to support councils affected by LGR in Northamptonshire,
particularly in relation to the impact on senior staff.

8.2

The Government’s Kickstart scheme, which funds work experience placements for
young people at risk of long-term employment was restricted to employers who
could offer a minimum of 30 placements. East Midlands Councils has applied to
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be a gateway organisation to co-ordinate a smaller number of placements that
councils could provide and then access the funding. This offer has been taken up
by a number of councils in the region and the threshold has been reached. It is
hoped that the application will be granted within the next 3 weeks. On 25th
January 2021 the Government announced that the threshold will be removed, but
that gateways applied for by 28th January would continue.
8.3

Our low-cost CPD programmes for Environmental Health Officers and for Planners
continue to be offered through a series of webinars, covering themes and issues
that have been identified by the respective steering groups. The webinar held in
December for Environmental Health Officers attracted 140 attendees. EMC has
also been directly supporting the work of the Regional COVID Test & Trace Hub
and has organised several seminars targeted at different settings and audiences.

8.4

On 10th November EMC provided a workshop for officers and Councillors on
Scrutiny – Reset & Recovery, which looked at the impact and implications for
scrutiny arising from COVID-19. The popularity of this has resulted in the
workshops being repeated later in November and December.

8.5

A programme of Councillor Development for the coming year has been developed
which started this month with a webinar on Climate Change. Assessment and
support for councils seeking accreditation against the Councillor Development
Charter is also being provided, with a refreshed and updated approach to the
Charter.

8.6

Programmes on Coaching and Mentoring at ILM Level 7 are continuing through
virtual sessions.

8.7

EMC has provided a range of support for councils across the region on a low-cost,
not-for-profit basis. Examples of assignments in recent months include:

Senior recruitment, selection and assessment support

Chief Executive appraisal facilitation

HR Policy Review & Development

Mediation

Coaching

Investigations

Interim HR Management

Psychometric testing
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9.

Recommendations
Members of East Midlands Councils are invited to:

9.1

Note the contents of the report.

9.2

Provide comments and feedback on the key employment issues identified above.

Cllr Tom Beattie
Chair
Regional Employers’ Board
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General Meeting
5th February 2021
Asylum and Refugee Resettlement Report

Summary
This report sets out the progress of the Regional Migration Board and key challenges for the
East Midlands on these matters including asylum dispersal, resettlement schemes, and
Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children.

Recommendations
Members of the Executive Board are invited to:

Advise on impact and experience of local authorities’ participation in asylum dispersal
including response to Covid-19 pandemic.

Advise on the impact and experience of local authorities where contingency
accommodation has been sourced.

Consider the need and opportunity to widen asylum dispersal in the region.

Continue to advise the secretariat of the impact and future implications of the UASC
National Transfer Scheme in relation to funding and other key considerations to inform
further discussion with the Home Office, at both Ministerial and civil servant level.

Consider the implications of the introduction of the new immigration route for Hong Kong
BN(O) citizens.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

East Midlands Councils, though the Regional Migration Board, is responsible for the
management of a range of asylum and refugee resettlement programmes including
asylum dispersal, Vulnerable Persons Relocation Scheme and the National Transfer
Scheme for Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children. Alongside this, EMC provides
the regional lead on measures to address human trafficking and modern slavery and
promotion of the European Union Settlement Scheme.

1.2

Managing an effective and proportionate asylum and refugee resettlement
programme remains a national priority – but one that can only be delivered in
partnership with local authorities and community organisations. In the East Midlands,
local authorities continue to be at the forefront in the management and delivery of
these programmes. There have been challenges but the progress achieved to date
has been testament to a collective approach in this region.

1.3

Cllr Alex Dale (Derbyshire County Council) accepted the nomination to be Chair of the
Regional Migration Board, recently vacated by Cllr Ivan Ould. Cllr Sarah Russell
(Leicester City Council) remains the Vice-Chair. The Independent Group nomination
remains to be confirmed.

2.

Asylum Dispersal

2.1

The East Midlands has been an asylum dispersal area since 2001. Recent increases in
the flow of asylum seekers nationally, pressure on local housing markets and changes
in Government policy have increased the pressure to ensure more equitable dispersal
arrangements both nationally and within the East Midlands.

2.2

At the end of March 2016 there were just over 3,000 supported asylum seekers in
dispersal accommodation in the East Midlands. At the end of September 2020, there
were 2,459 asylum seekers, located in 6 dispersal areas across the East Midlands: 777
persons in Derby City, 754 in Leicester City, 838 in Nottingham City, 40 in Broxtowe,
45 in Oadby & Wigston and 6 in Gedling. However, most dispersal areas have seen an
increase over the last quarter, with an average of 5% increase.

2.3

To illustrate on-going national pressures due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 8,508 asylum
applications were made nationally between 1st July – 30th September 2020; with 4,110
applications determined during this period; 1,088 (26% were granted asylum or
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humanitarian protection; 2,455 applications rejected (60%), the remaining 14% of
applications were withdrawn.
2.4

338 appeals were heard nationally between the same period; 141 were allowed (42%)
with 161 dismissed (48%). The remaining 10% of appeals were withdrawn.

2.5

In total 754 properties are currently used with 467 (61%) classed as family
accommodation and 287 (39%) HMO properties. Local authorities have requested
assurance on accommodation standards, potentially through on-site visits and/or
random quality checks.

2.6

The demographic profile of asylum seekers in the East Midlands are predominantly
families (56%), single males (36%), single females (6%). The under 18 age group is the
most common (33%) with 25-34 age bracket slightly lower at 31%.

2.7

As of September 2020, nationally the most common nationalities of asylum seekers
are (in order) Iran, Albania, Iraq, Eritrea and Sudan.
Widening Asylum Dispersal in the East Midlands

2.8

The number of asylum seekers accommodated in dispersal accommodation across the
country continues to be disproportionate with areas in the north and midlands
accommodating most asylum seekers. Dispersal is similarly uneven within the region.

2.9

It is recognised that both across and within regions, levels of dispersal and the
associated pressure this puts on statutory services needs to be addressed. In this
region a key concern is that the current system places pressure on local areas already
under considerable strain, particularly in Derby, Leicester, and Nottingham.

2.10

The reframing of the relationships between local and central government around
asylum dispersal and the equitable distribution of asylum dispersal remains a priority
area and EMC are involved in discussions with the Home Office and the LGA. There
remains a need for the Home Office to provide assurance to local authorities on their
influence and control of numbers and location of dispersal, as well as addressing wider
barriers to participation that include:
a) A lack of appropriate support and infrastructure.
b) The continued use of contingency accommodation in areas already experiencing
significant burdens on statutory services.
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c) The risk of additional pressures on localities that are already having to address

d)
e)
f)
g)

2.11

cohesion or lack the social and/or financial capital to manage further arrival and
transitory communities.
Councils volunteering to participate and then offers not being taken up by the
Home Office and/or their contractors.
A lack of control - the concern that local areas will not be able to inform and
influence the numbers and where and how asylum seekers are housed.
The current anti-immigration sentiment across parts of the political discourse and
wider society.
Continued Covid-19 pressures on LA’s housing homeless residents through the
‘everyone in’ policy.

The Home Office have confirmed that in support of redistribution and the need to
widen dispersal areas, there will be a review of the costs, pressures, and social impact
of asylum dispersal in the UK.
Contingency Accommodation

2.12

Due to the combination of ongoing ‘flow’ of asylum applications nationally and the
Government’s decision, as a result of Covid-19, to suspend the requirement for any
service users to leave their accommodation, the Home Office and its accommodation
providers have needed to accommodate Asylum Seekers in contingency
accommodation throughout the UK including the East Midlands (specifically Derby,
Leicester and Nottingham).

2.13

Although the suspension of positive and negative cessations was initially lifted on 11th
August 2020, further suspension of negative cessations was announcement in
December 2020 to coincide with the Government’s implementation of a further
national lockdown. Positive cessations (i.e., those granted asylum) will continue which
will entitle individuals to access and apply for statutory services. With new arrivals
continuing unabated, there has been a marked increase in contingency usage across
the UK particularly in the South and East of the UK.

2.14

Local Authorities have repeatedly emphasised concerns on the unsuitability of hotel
contingency accommodation for both asylum seekers themselves (particularly those
with young families) and the pressure it places on local services and communities.
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2.15

EMC, local authorities are working with the Home Office and Serco to alleviate these
pressures and to end hotel use with arrangements in place to reduce numbers and
ultimately exit contingency accommodation in the region.
Response to Covid-19

2.16

With asylum seekers continuing to arrive on small vessels, although not in the
unprecedented numbers during the summer, there continues to be significant
concerns on risks not only the asylum population but also the wider community. As a
result, each new arrival is subject to Covid-19 screening which classifies those who are
symptomatic with individuals displaying symptoms placed in isolation accommodation
provided by the Home Office.

2.17

Individuals residing in contingency, initial or dispersed accommodation are provided
with translated guidance and contacts for health providers should they display
symptoms.

2.18

There continues to be concerns nationally around health screening and provision in
hotels used for contingency with little clarification on how health services are being
provided, GP registrations and timeframes for CCGs to put services in place. The Home
Office, Serco, Directors of Public Health and the Regional Local Resilience Forum
conveners continue to discuss Covid compliance at contingency and initial
accommodation, and management of local Covid-19 outbreaks.

3.

Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children

3.1

The National Transfer Scheme for Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children (UASC)
was introduced in July 2016 as part of a suite of measures included in the Immigration
Act 2016.

3.2

To date the transfer scheme has focused on the transfer of children from Kent and
some London Boroughs which are above the 0.07% threshold set by the Government.

3.3

In addition Councils in the East Midlands have supported the transfer of a number of
children into the region under the Dublin III regulation to reunify families, under
Section 67 of the Immigration Act 2016 (the ‘Dubs’ amendment), and through the
Vulnerable Children’s Resettlement Scheme (VCRS).
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3.4

The substantial majority (87%) of unaccompanied asylum-seeking children in the care
of East Midlands’ Children’s Services arrived spontaneously in the region, rather than
via planned transfer or resettlement routes.

3.5

At the end of October 2020, 214 UASC were looked after by East Midlands local
authorities. This is 26% lower than the same time last year. In contrast, the number
of former UASC care leavers in the region is currently 694, which represents a year on
year increase of 19%.

3.6

A total of 113 UASC have been voluntarily transferred into the care of local authorities
in the region. This figure does not include children who arrive ‘spontaneously’ into
the region, which as noted above comprise much of the current regional LAC UASC
cohort.

3.7

Over the past 18 months, the number of UASC in the region has been dropping
steadily. This is due to a fall in ‘spontaneous arrivals’ since March 2019. Indeed, the
number of unaccompanied asylum-seeking children in the care of the region’s
Children’s Services at the end of October was lower than when the NTS began in 2016.
In contrast, the number of former UASC care leavers in the East Midlands continues
to climb, with an increase of 159% since the start of the NTS.
Migration pressures on the south coast

3.8

The situation along the south coast has been widely reported over recent months,
where significant numbers of migrants, including unaccompanied children, have been
arriving across the Channel in small boats. The number of unaccompanied children
being taken into the care of local authorities in the affected areas, principally Kent and
Portsmouth, has placed unprecedented pressure on their Children’s Services.

3.9

On 21st August, a letter was sent to local authorities from the Home Office,
Department for Education, Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government,
the LGA and ADCS, requesting urgent support for Kent. With similar pressures
emerging in Portsmouth, this request for assistance was widened to include
unaccompanied children to be transferred from the care of Portsmouth City Council
and directly from the Port of Portsmouth.

3.10

As well as coordinating offers of support to authorities on the south coast, EMC was
asked by the Home Office to suggest possible solutions to increase participation by
local authorities in voluntary transfers from Kent and Portsmouth. Funding continues
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to be a key barrier, and on behalf of the region EMC proposed that the Home Office
continue to fund UASC transferred from Kent at the enhanced rate (£143 per child per
night) while they were in the care of the receiving authority where this authority was
under the 0.07% threshold (rather than the £114 per child per night as per the current
funding arrangements). This was suggested to be cost neutral - the Home Office is
funding the child at the enhanced rate whilst in Kent County Council’s care and if the
child did not transfer, that enhanced rate would continue. It was felt that if this
enhanced funding was available to receiving local authorities. It is understood that
this solution has also been suggested by other regions, the LGA and the ADCS.
3.11

In response, the Home Office announced that any child transferred from Kent or
Portsmouth between initially 13th and 31st October 2020 and via the NTS will attract
the higher rate of £143 per child per night for the duration of the care provided to that
child by the receiving authority. This was welcomed and led to additional offers of
support from the region. However, the limited timeframe for the enhanced funding
meant that transfer arrangements had to be concluded extremely quickly with little
time to prepare the child or placement providers. Moreover, the fact that the
enhanced funding arrangements did not apply to children already transferred before
12th October is also a significant concern, as it appears to penalise those local
authorities that had responded early on to the request for assistance and received
children at the standard, lower tariff. EMC raised these matters with the Home Office,
along with the suggestion that the enhanced funding window be extended and a
decision was made to extend funding until 31st December 2020.

3.12

East Midlands’ authorities have responded to the request for assistance with pledges
to find placements for up to 20 children to be transferred from the south coast
through the National Transfer Scheme, and 11 children have been transferred to the
region so far. Offers have also been made to Kent County Council to explore the
possibility of transferring responsibility to East Midlands’ local authorities for an
agreed number of children already placed in the region by Kent County Council.

3.13

Eight local authorities have been able to offer support, including those councils not
currently participating in the NTS but willing to make ‘without prejudice’ offers in
response to the urgent requests for assistance.

3.14

EMC is coordinating responses to the request for the region and officers will continue
to liaise with local authority UASC Lead officers and the Home Office while pressures
along the south coast remain.
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National Transfer Scheme Consultation
3.15

On 28th August, the Home Office and Department for Education launched a joint
consultation on changes to the National Transfer Scheme Ministers that include a
proposed national rota.

3.16

The consultation offered an opportunity for long-standing issues in relation to the
National Transfer Scheme to be reconsidered and, if the new operating model is to be
sustainable, to be resolved. Members identified shared concerns across the region,
particularly in relation to funding, placement sufficiency, measures of equitable
distribution, the open-ended nature of the proposal, and the option to make the
scheme mandatory. A formal response was submitted by EMC and a follow-up
meeting between the Home Office Minister, Chris Philp and Lead Members for
Children’s Services is being arranged.

3.17

There is currently no timeframe for the conclusions of the consultation.

4.

Vulnerable Persons Resettlement Scheme

4.1

Since March 2020, no additional families have arrived due to the suspension of the
Vulnerable Persons Resettlement Scheme due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The region
has resettled 900 refugees through the Vulnerable Persons Resettlement Scheme. A
summary of the numbers resettled by LAs is:

Derbyshire - 112 refugees (Bolsover, Chesterfield, Derbyshire Dales, Erewash, High
Peak, South Derbyshire).

Leicester City – 196 refugees.

Leicestershire – 158 refugees (Blaby, Charnwood, Harborough, Melton, Rutland,
North West Leicestershire and Hinckley and Bosworth).

Lincolnshire -40 refugees (East Lindsey, North Kesteven, South Holland and South
Kesteven).

Nottingham City - 121 refugees.

Nottinghamshire – 272 refugees (Ashfield, Bassetlaw, Broxtowe, Gedling,
Mansfield, Newark and Sherwood, Rushcliffe).

Northamptonshire – 1 refugee (Northampton).

4.2

An announcement was made recently that the Vulnerable Persons Resettlement
Scheme will re-commence in the coming months with arrangements to resettle
families who were due to arrive prior to the Covid-19 pandemic and those most
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vulnerable. This is dependent on property availability and finalising key logistical
arrangements such as health and keyworker support.
5.

Hong Kong BN(O) visa

5.1

The UK Government is introducing a new immigration route for British National
(Overseas) (BN(O)) citizens in Hong Kong from 31st January 2021 following the decision
of the Chinese Government to impose a national security law on Hong Kong. The new
national security law is in direct breach of the Sino-British Joint Declaration and
restricts the rights and freedoms of the people of Hong Kong. This new route will
provide the opportunity for those with BN(O) status and their family members to live,
work and study in the UK, should they choose to do so.

5.2

Unlike most other regular migration routes, there are no requirements for a job offer,
qualifications or minimum English language ability.

5.3

Whilst there is a high degree of uncertainty surrounding the numbers of BN(O) citizens
expected to arrive on the route, a central range estimation of between 123,000 and
153,700 BN(O) citizens and their dependants coming in the first year and between
258,000 and 322,400 over five years. However, analysis of a wider range suggests that
for the 1st year, inflows could be as low as 4,300 or as high as 500,000. Over five years,
the equivalent range is as low as 9,000 or as high as 1 million.

5.4

There are several potential financial and service impacts on Local Authorities including
but not limited to, access education and health provision, English Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) accessibility for new arrivals and pressure on Social Care services as
individuals will have No Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF).

6.

Recommendations
Members of the Executive Board are invited to:

6.1

Advise on impact and experience of local authorities’ participation in asylum dispersal
including response to Covid-19 pandemic.

6.2

Advise on the impact and experience of local authorities where contingency
accommodation has been sourced.

6.3

Consider the need and opportunity to widen asylum dispersal in the region.
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6.4

Continue to advise the secretariat of the impact and future implications of the UASC
National Transfer Scheme in relation to funding and other key considerations to
inform further discussion with the Home Office, at both Ministerial and civil servant
level.

6.5

Consider the implications of the introduction of the new immigration route for Hong
Kong BN(O) citizens.

Cllr Alex Dale
Chair
Regional Migration Board
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